Getting Married in 2012? Makeup For Your Special Day

Your wedding day is one of the most important and memorable occasions of your life, and every bride knows that choosing a makeup artist who can
create a beautiful and striking look is vital, because all eyes will be on you when you walk down the aisle. In 2012, this makeup artist in Melbourne is
offering outstanding, professional and unique beauty services to brides who want to look and feel their very best for their wedding day.If you live in or
around Melbourne, or have chosen the city as the location for your wedding, when choosing someone to do your wedding makeup Melbourne is an
obvious place to look for services. Choose from one of the looks that are set to be in vogue for brides in 2012.The natural look has always been a
popular choice for bridal makeup soft, delicate and understated, with subtle shades to accentuate and enhance your features. A light foundation and
mineral powder give your skin a flawless matte surface, while a sweep of matte bronzer gives a subtle warm tone. Pale peach and ivory eyeshadow
and light coffee brown eyeliner draw attention to your eyes, with a sweep of black mascara to add a touch of wide-eyed drama.For a bolder
appearance, we can give you a look which is the ideal combination of chic and classic. Matte skin is enhanced by a romantic blush which defines your
cheeks. A warm, spicy red lip color is complimented by a subtle cinnamon shimmer eyeshadow, and dark eyelashes give a chic and contemporary
finish.For a truly striking look, choose the dramatic. A light berry blush defines the contours of your cheeks, while a plum powder blush creates a warm,
healthy glow. Shimmering silver and amethyst eyeshadows create drama, while dark eyeliner and sumptuous mascara define and open up your eyes.
A signature warm red lipstick adds a touch of Hollywood glamour.Perhaps the hottest look for 2012 is a sweet, romantic blend of soft, pale accents
which are flattering to any face. A nude blush defines the cheekbones, while a slightly darker one lifts and brightens your cheeks. Eyes are lightened
using nude, ivory and satin shades, with dark eyeliner and mascara to add definition, and the look is completed with a soft pale ginger lipstick and
gloss for a light, bright appearance.All of these looks, and more besides, are available to you. If you have ideas, we can make them happen. Choose
an expert who can give you a fitting look for your special day in 2012 that you'll want to remember for years to come.
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